
Philosophy A Level 

Enrolment task: 

For many of you philosophy will be a new subject. 

Pick a philosopher and quote from the list provided at:  

https://www.brainyquote.com/profession/philosopher_quotes 

1. Research THREE interesting facts about the philosopher you have
chosen, and, in your own words, what do you think the quote
means?

2. Read the two philosophical extracts below and answer the questions
in the blue boxes. Remember, in philosophy there is not necessarily
a right or wrong answer – it is all about how you argue your case.
Write at least half a side of A4 for each response.

DID YOU REALLY CHOOSE TO READ THIS? 
Suppose that Fred existed shortly after the Big Bang. He had unlimited 
intelligence and memory, and knew all the scientific laws governing the 
universe and all the properties of every particle that then existed. Thus 
equipped, billions of years ago, he could have worked out that, 
eventually, planet Earth would come to exist, that you would too, and 
that right now you would be reading this article. 
After all, even back then he could have worked out all the facts about the 
location and state of every particle that now exists. 
And once those facts are fixed, so is the fact that you are now reading 
this article. No one's denying you chose to read this. But your choice had 
causes (certain events in your brain, for example), which in turn had 
causes, and so on right back to the Big Bang. So your reading this was 
predictable by Fred long before you existed. Once you came along, it was 
already far too late for you to do anything about it. Now, of course, Fred 
didn't really exist, so he didn't really predict your every move. But the 
point is: he could have. You might object that modern physics tells us 
that there is a certain amount of fundamental randomness in the 
universe, and that this would have upset Fred's predictions. But is this 
reassuring? Notice that, in ordinary life, it is precisely when people act 
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unpredictably that we sometimes question whether they have acted freely 
and responsibly. So freewill begins to look incompatible both with causal 
determination and with randomness. None of us, then, ever do anything 
freely and responsibly." 

ARE YOU THE SAME PERSON WHO STARTED READING THIS 
ARTICLE? 
Consider a photo of someone you think is you eight years ago. What makes 
that person you? You might say he she was composed of the same cells as 
you now. But most of your cells are replaced every seven years. You might 
instead say you're an organism, a particular human being, and that 
organisms can survive cell replacement - this oak being the same tree as the 
sapling I planted last year. But are you really an entire human being? If 
surgeons swapped George Bush's brain for yours, surely the Bush look-
alike, recovering from the operation in the White House, would be you. 
Hence it is tempting to say that you are a human brain, not a human being. 
But why the brain and not the spleen? Presumably because the brain 
supports your mental states, e.g. your hopes, fears, beliefs, values, and 
memories. But then it looks like it's actually those mental states that count, 
not the brain supporting them. So the view is that even if the surgeons 
didn't implant your brain in Bush's skull, but merely scanned it, wiped it, 
and then imprinted its states on to Bush's pre-wiped brain, the Bush look-
alike recovering in the White House would again be you. But the view faces 
a problem: what if surgeons imprinted your mental states on two pre-wiped 
brains: George Bush's and Gordon Brown's? Would you be in the White 
House or in Downing Street? There's nothing on which to base a sensible 
choice. Yet one person cannot be in two places at once. 
In the end, then, no attempt to make sense of your continued existence over 
time works. You are not the person who started reading this article.1 

These three tasks should take you no more than about 45 minutes in total. 
Please bring the results of your philosophical reseach to your first 
Philosophy session here at Barton Peveril.   

Enjoy!  

1 http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/magazine/7739493.stm NB: there are more philosophical 
tasters on this BBC site. 
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